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ObamaCare 1.0 should have been a straight tax of $72 billion and pay $300 per month to each 
uninsured individual who financially or cirumstantially qualifies, for health insurance that covers basic 
doctor visits, medicines, and emergency.  E.g. young worker making $15,000 per year at minimum 
wage of $7.50 gets this $300 GOP funded private plan health insurance 1.0 insurance.  E.g. a family of 
2 adults and 2 children gets $1,200.  In voucher, or card, or health insurance.  The individual selects a 
qualifying health insurance in his or her state, and the federal government pays the health insurance 
provider.  The individual signs up at point and time of need.

Establish a few rules like you're eligible for this insurance, again based on financial and circumstantial 
situation, at 18.  And qualifications for this type of insurance package.  Reasonable, and as benefit for 
the individual, physician and hospital, and insurance provider.

Set up an agency within Medicare that the individual and health insurance can report to.  Rights and 
process.  Flow charts.

A 10-30 page bill.

This I'll call the “GOP Replaces ObamaCare 1.0 Act” bill.
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With a 30 page “GOP Replaces ObamaCare 1.0 Act” I can read it and grasp and map it in an hour.  
This, as a result of mathematics, is 1/90th of the ObamaCare bill.  Or, equivalent to 1) apperceiving it 
in one hour; and 2) it being NOT being 90 hours to read, map, and grasp it.  Corollary: 90 hours is 2+ 
fulltime work weeks.  That is equivalent to 4.5% of my work time.  Or, $2,700.  I could have bought a 
computer.  Or, read 30 novels of literature.  Or, spent 90 hours doing community activism or 
community service, or dedicated as a Scout guide.  Instead, I spent it reading ObamaCare.  Now, there 
might be merit to ObamaCare that makes it worth it.  So I can scrutinize it in light of 3 million years of 
human history and cultures and practices and theories, 6000 years of such, 1500 years of such, 100 
years of such, and projection and its projection, and my own grasp of things.

I could also leave it to experts, representatives, thought leaders, corporations, and political leaders to 
read, grasp, and explain it to me.
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Postscript

A tax or addition to the budget would have been $72 billion for the 20 million without health insurance,
at the rate of $300 per individual per month for a private plan covering routine and emergency care.  20
million is 0.0667 of 300 million, equals 6.67%.

ObamaCare was a health care idea and plan and structure.  The above GOP Replacement And Funding 
Act would be a health insurance funding to the individual (access and resource) idea, plan, and 
strucure.  Different.
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